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HELP THEM HELP 
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Developing Interactive Tools to Help Faculty 
Deal with Copyright and Fair Use 

 
 
 

Mike Priehs 
mpriehs@wayne.edu 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IntroductionTools to help faculty --- also help librarians.Presentation of earlier iteration of site:  began by asking a series of copyright questions (borrowed the Univ. of North Carolina – Chapel Hill “example scenarios” on their website)Purpose was to get some crowd participationAnswer was “yes” or “no”We didn’t record the results, but for many of the questions, the responses were about 50/50Colleague & I conducted a nation-wide study of copyright roles / education / knowledge in academic libraries. 93% of respondents (which included librarians, administrators & staff) indicated their current position involved providing copyright-related information or copyright duties.



Once Upon a Time… 

Duke University Archives. Durham, North Carolina, USA. library.duke.edu/uarchives 
http://farm3.staticflickr.com/2574/3811954463_453dffb223_o.jpg 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previously, copyright questions were intended to be answered by one of two copyright experts.  Copyright education / outreach was also coordinated by these experts.Copyright information on our website was lacking.  No central location for the information we provided and, for the most part, it was pretty incomplete and difficult to navigate.It was decided for a variety of reasons, not limited to those just mentioned, that we needed to improve the quality of the information we provided on our website.



All Together Now 

Ellecer on Flickr 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ellecer/7064356257/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to achieve this goal, we pulled together a team of library personnel tasked with improving the copyright information on our website.  The team consisted of our two copyright experts, a liaison librarian, and ILL staff.While the initial goal was to develop an adequate web presence, the charge quickly expanded into a team that coordinates all of the library system copyright projects.  The team was officially called the Copyright Projects Team.The first meeting consisted of a brainstorming session on how to best present copyright information to our users:One idea was creating a “copyright avatar” or copyright assistant toolRemember Clippy from MS Office?





All Together Now 

© 
Gambarrotti on Flickr 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/pgamba62/2353154166 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We scaled back a little and decided the first step was to get the information on a website as quickly as possible.  One of our copyright experts drafted the content and we got it online.Here is that site:  http://www.lib.wayne.edu/services/research/copyright/faq/onlineinstruction.php

http://www.lib.wayne.edu/services/research/copyright/faq/onlineinstruction.php


Oh no. 

Big Ben(Gaijin Bikers) on Flickr 
http://farm1.staticflickr.com/27/45600056_6f3531fea3_z.jpg?zz=1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just after the website was created, our library system underwent a major reorganization that included some staffing changes.  This, unfortunately, included the departure of our two copyright experts.



Rebuilding 

Balakov on Flickr 
http://images.cdn.fotopedia.com/flickr-2480500952-hd.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RebuildingThe Copyright Projects Team needed new membership.  We expanded the team to include representatives from outside of the library system, specifically from the Office of Teaching & Learning and the Office of Online Programs.  These team members work very closely with faculty, often in a different context than librarians, and are able to contribute insight we did have earlier.We also added a few more library personnel, including two librarians with web developing skills.We were dissatisfied with the website we had built and decided to start over.



©opyright at Wayne State 
University 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what we built:  http://copyright.wayne.edu

http://copyright.wayne.edu/


Up, Up and Away 

MGoBlog on Flickr 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mgoblog/6295231657/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our most recent goals had been to obtain a new URL (outside of library system site) and e-mail address (copyright@wayne.edu), both of which are complete.We need to get the Decision Tree to work on iOS.We can continue to add content to the Decision Tree.We have talked about trying to combine these separate tools into one robust interactive tool.Usability studies.University Counsel.



Thank you. 
Mike Priehs 

Coordinator for Scholarly Communications & Copyright 
Wayne State University 
mpriehs@wayne.edu 

 
http://copyright.wayne.edu 

 
Decision Maker source: 
http://listui.com/?p=84  
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